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monster hunter 3 ultimate is the definitive version of the game,
featuring all the new features and gameplay tweaks that come with
it. the game is longer, tougher, and more difficult than the previous
version, which is a shame, since that means that you'll probably
want to play more than once to see everything. monster hunter 3
ultimate's ui is also a lot cleaner and easier to use than previous
games. the game also has a very expansive multiplayer mode,
allowing you to play with friends who own the wii u and 3ds editions,
allowing you to play cross-region online. monster hunter 3 ultimate
is a more difficult and more complex game than the previous
version, but it's also a more rewarding experience for those who
stick with it, with a lot of depth and a lot of content. monster hunter
3 ultimate is the definitive version of the game, and it's easy to
recommend monster hunter 3 ultimate, especially to wii u owners
who have already played the game. the monster hunter world you
play in is procedurally generated, so every playthrough is unique.
the areas you fight in are often determined by the monster you start
with, though the path you take through the map is completely
randomized, so you never know where you'll end up. you can also
explore new areas, find new monsters, and challenge old ones, but
the areas you fight are never too far from home. monster hunter is
built around five different types of quests: hunting, gathering,
attunement, item, and craft. hunting is the most basic quest, though
you can switch between all five at any time. quests are never too
difficult, though you may encounter enemy groups of varying sizes
and difficulty. each group has a set of quests that need to be
completed, and you'll be rewarded with experience for doing them,
as well as items.
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touch controls for the wii u gamepad feature simple item selection,
a refined attack system, and touch-based special moves. monster
hunter 3 ultimate introduces the hunter's mark feature, allowing

players to equip their weapons with a unique set of skills and special
attacks by picking up the weapon's special "marks". once set, the

weapons will keep the special abilities until the player takes off the
marks. the game is split between hunting and equipment creation.
you can use a variety of different weapons and techniques to kill

your prey. the new sword and shield weapons are especially
effective at dealing with the game's "dragon" monsters, while the
bow and lance have a more offensive role. in addition to the new

weapons, they also have armor/shield upgrades that are added as
you complete quests and get more money from defeating monsters.
quests are where the game really shines. you can hunt monsters in
a variety of places, from deserts to mountains and fields to forests.

you can choose to avoid these quests, but that will lead to a
reputation hit and could cause your hunter to become "hard" if not

cured by completing the quests. there are also various quests
involving social interactions with other players, such as helping

them on quests. monster hunter 3 ultimate makes even the most
annoying game in the series a breeze. you can even play offline for

a bit of a break from the action. since monster hunter 3 ultimate is a
sequel, the game is in 3g, so it is designed to run on the 3ds and wii

u. there is also a "seamless operation" mode, which allows you to
play the game on the pc, vita, or 3ds, and you can use the gamepad

or keyboard/mouse to control the game. 5ec8ef588b
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